Princeton University Library Confluence

Confluence is a wiki (collaborative workspace) used by PUL staff to manage documentation, policies, committee materials, project documents, and other internal documents. By default, content in Confluence is publicly-accessible to make it easy to access content without having to login, but staff can restrict pages (or entire spaces) as appropriate.

For more information on how PUL is using Confluence, see Confluence at PUL and a conversation/demo on Confluence (4/27/2022).

Featured Pages

- Alma
- Committees and Working Groups
- Policies and Guidelines
- Digitization Best Practices
- Preservation & Conservation
- Resource Description

Looking For Something Else?

- The space directory lists all of the project spaces in Confluence
- Confluence Best Practices includes documentation on using Confluence
- If you’d like to request a Confluence account or create a new space, please contact L-Support